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We propose a method for increasing Raman scattering from an ensemble of molecules by up to 4 orders
of magnitude. Our method requires an additional coherent source of IR radiation with the half-frequency
of the Stokes shift. This radiation excites the molecule electronic subsystem that in turn, via Fröhlich
coupling, parametrically excites nuclear oscillations at a resonant frequency. This motion is coherent and
leads to a boost of the Raman signal in comparison to the spontaneous signal because its intensity is
proportional to the squared number of molecules in the illuminated volume.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.153905

Introduction.—Since the discovery of the Raman effect in
1928 [1,2], Raman spectroscopy has become the main tool
for studying molecular vibrations [3]. The frequency of
Raman peaks and their widths are determined by the internal
structure of the molecule providing information that is used
in various applications, such as bioimaging [4–8], sensoring
[9–11], and temperature measurements [12–17], and in the
research of two-dimensional materials [18,19].
The main disadvantage of Raman spectroscopy is that
spontaneous Raman signals are weak. This weakness is
caused by the smallness of the indirect interaction of optical
waves with vibrations of molecules. This limits the minimum concentration of molecules of the analyte and the
minimum source intensity required for the spectroscopy.
There are several effective methods for enhancing
Raman signals. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) [20–22] and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(TERS) [9,23,24] utilize the enhancement of the local field
around a molecule using the plasmon resonance [25–27].
Other methods employ the parametric excitation of nucleus
vibrations in the molecule. This approach is used in
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [28–30],
in coherent Stokes Raman scattering (CSRS) [31–34], as
well as in surface-enhanced coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (SECARS) [35]. Obtaining an enhancement in
CARS requires strong driving fields. Consequently, some
undesirable side effects arise; in particular, stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS) can result in the energy transition
between two laser beams that leads to the signal suppression and limits the sensitivity [36]. Therefore, a method
that, on the one hand, similar to CARS, allows for coherent
excitation of oscillations of molecular nuclei, but on the
other hand, does not suffer from a strong energy transition
between waves is highly desirable.
0031-9007=19=122(15)=153905(8)

In this Letter, we propose a method for enhancing Raman
signals from molecules at both Stokes and anti-Stokes
frequencies. This method utilizes an additional coherent
infrared (IR) source. Below, we consider molecules, whose
transitions between vibrational states have zero dipole
moments. Consequently, the IR radiation can directly affect
the electronic subsystem only. The influence on the vibrational motion of nuclei is realized via the interaction
between electronic and nucleus subsystems of the molecule. This interaction, which may be represented in the
form of the Fröhlich interaction Hamiltonian [37], results
in an effective force affecting the nucleus vibrations. The
frequency spectrum of this force contains all possible sums
and differences of frequencies of participating waves. In
our work, a doubled IR frequency may coincide with the
eigenfrequency of vibrational states causing a resonant
excitation of nucleus vibrations. Because of the coherence
of the IR radiation, the excited vibrational motions of nuclei
in different molecules are also coherent, leading to coherence in signals from the molecules at both Stokes and antiStokes frequencies. This results in an enhancement of the
Raman signal proportional to the squared number of
molecules in the pumped volume while the Raman signal
originated from incoherent vibrational nucleus motion is
linearly proportional to the number of molecules.
Infrared pumping.—For molecules with zero dipole
moments of the transitions between vibrational states, light
may only interact with the electronic subsystem of a
molecule. The excitation of nuclear oscillations may arise
due to the interaction between electron and nucleus
vibrations. The nature of this interaction is the same as
the interaction of the electronic subsystem with vibrational
motion of nuclei at the Raman scattering. We take into
account only one vibrational mode, which is considered in
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the harmonic approximation. Illumination of a molecule by
IR light results in mixing of ground and excited states of the
electronic subsystem. This causes a periodic displacement
of negative charges [37], which, in turn, results in a periodic
motion of molecule nuclei that tends to keep local equilibrium. The electronic subsystem of a molecule can be
treated as an effective two-level system (TLS), and one can
show [37] that the Hamiltonian of the interaction between
the electronic subsystem and vibrations of nuclei takes the
form of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian [the third term in Eq. (1)].
Such a system can be described with the HeisenbergLangevin equations [38,39]. To obtain these equations, we
use the Hamiltonian [40–46]

The noise F̂b ðtÞ is the thermal noise with the correlators
hF̂†b ðt1 ÞF̂b ðt2 Þi ¼ γ v n̄v δðt1 − t2 Þ and hF̂b ðt1 ÞF̂†b ðt2 Þi ¼
γ v ð1 þ n̄v Þδðt1 − t2 Þ, with n̄v ¼ ½exp ðℏωv =kTÞ − 1−1 .
Let us introduce the parameter
ϵ ¼ maxfΩvis =jωvis − ω0 j; ΩIR =jωIR − ω0 jg;

where Ωvis =jωvis − ω0 j ≪ 1 and ΩIR =jωIR − ω0 j ≪ 1. The
smallness of ϵ allows for using the perturbation method for
solving Eqs. (2) and (3). Below, we use the series expansion
of the averages of the operators σ̂ and b̂: σ̂ ¼ σ̂ 0 þ σ̂ 1 þ   
and b̂ ¼ b̂0 þ b̂1 þ   .
In the zeroth order of the perturbation theory, we have

ĤS ¼ ℏω0 σ̂ † σ̂ þ ℏωv b̂† b̂ þ ℏgσ̂ † σ̂ðb̂† þ b̂Þ
þ ℏðσ̂ † þ σ̂ÞΩvis cosðωvis tÞ þ ℏðσ̂ † þ σ̂ÞΩIR cosðωIR tÞ;
ð1Þ
where ωvis , ω0 , and ωv are the frequencies of the
incident optical light, the TLS transition, and vibrational
motion, respectively. We consider a nonresonant case,
jω0 − ωvis j ≫ γ ⊥ , where γ ⊥ is the TLS transverse relaxation rate. σ̂ and σ̂ † are the transition operators of the TLS,
ωv is the vibrational frequency of nuclei, b̂ and b̂† are the
annihilation and creation operators of the vibrational
motion, ωIR is the frequency of the IR source, and g is
the coupling constant of electrons and vibrations of
molecule nuclei. The last two terms of Eq. (1) describe
the interaction between the electronic subsystem of the
molecule with the external fields; the Rabi constants
of these interactions are Ωvis ¼ −deg · Evis =ℏ and
ΩIR ¼ −deg · EIR =ℏ, respectively, where deg is the TLS
transition dipole moment, and Evis and EIR are the electric
field amplitudes of the visible and IR incident lights.
Using the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) one can obtain the
Heisenberg-Langevin equations [39,47] for the TLS and
operators of the vibrational motion (see Supplemental
Material for details [48]):
db̂=dt ¼ ð−iωv − γ v Þb̂ − igσ̂ † σ̂ þ F̂b ðtÞ;

ð2Þ

dσ̂=dt ¼ ð−iω0 − γ ⊥ Þσ̂
− igσ̂ðb̂† þ b̂Þ þ F̂σ ðtÞ;

ð5Þ

dσ̂ 0 =dt þ ðiω0 þ γ ⊥ Þσ̂ 0 ¼ 0:

ð6Þ

Zt
b̂0 ðtÞ ¼

Gb ðt − t0 ÞF̂b ðt0 Þdt0 ;

ð7Þ

0

σ̂ 0 ¼ 0;

ð8Þ

where Gb ðt − t0 Þ ¼ exp½ð−iωv − γ v Þðt − t0 Þ. Note that
b̂0 ðtÞ describes incoherent, thermal vibrational motion with
hb̂†0 ðtÞb̂0 ðtÞi ¼ n̄v ¼ ½expðℏωv =kTÞ − 1−1 .
In the first order of the perturbation theory, we
obtain
db̂1 =dt þ ðiωv þ γ v Þb̂1 ¼ 0;

ð9Þ

dσ̂ 1 =dt þ ðiω0 þ γ ⊥ Þσ̂ 1 ¼ −iΩvis cosðωvis tÞ − iΩIR cosðωIR tÞ:
ð10Þ
The solution to Eqs. (9) and (10) is
b̂1 ðtÞ ¼ 0;

ð3Þ

where γ v is the decay rate of the amplitude of vibrations,
and F̂b ðtÞ and F̂σ ðtÞ are the noise operators for the
vibrations and TLS, respectively. Dissipation and noise
are not independent but are related to each other by the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem [39,53]. We consider the
case of ℏω0 ≫ kT, which is common in quantum optics.
Then, we can omit the TLS noise by putting F̂σ ðtÞ ¼ 0.

db̂0 =dt þ ðiωv þ γ v Þb̂0 ¼ F̂b ðtÞ;

The solutions for these equations are

σ̂ 1 ðtÞ ¼

þ ið2σ̂ † σ̂ − 1Þ½Ωvis cosðωvis tÞ þ ΩIR cosðωIR tÞ

ð4Þ

1 Ωvis
1 Ωvis
e−iωvis t þ
eiωvis t
2 ωvis − ω0
2 ωvis þ ω0
1 ΩIR
1 ΩIR
þ
e−iωIR t þ
eiωIR t :
2 ωIR − ω0
2 ωIR þ ω0

ð11Þ

ð12Þ

In obtaining Eq. (12) we take into account that the
frequencies of the external fields are far from the TLS
transition frequency, jωvis −ω0 j ≫ γ ⊥ and jωIR − ω0 j ≫ γ ⊥ .
We, therefore, neglect the imaginary part in the denominator of Eq. (12).
The first order of the perturbation theory, Eq. (12),
describes the Rayleigh scattering, but it still does not
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describe spontaneous Raman scattering. In the second order
of the perturbation theory, we obtain
db̂2 =dt þ ðiωv þ γ v Þb̂2 ¼ −igσ̂ †1 σ̂ 1 ;

σ̂ 2 ðtÞ ¼ −2ig
0

ð13Þ

Zt00
× Re

dσ̂ 2 =dt þ ðiω0 þ γ ⊥ Þσ̂ 2 ¼

−2igσ̂ 1 ðtÞ½b̂†0 ðtÞ

þ b̂0 ðtÞ: ð14Þ

The right-hand part of Eq. (13) can be considered as an
effective force. According to Eq. (12), this force has the
form of a weighted sum of products of cosines, cosð2ωvis tÞ,
cos½ðωIR − ωvis Þt, cos½ðωIR þ ωvis Þt, cosð2ωIR tÞ, and 1
[weighting coefficients are derived in the Supplemental
Material [48], Eqs. (S14)–(S18)]. The resonant excitation
of the vibrational motion occurs if one of the following
relations are fulfilled: 2ωvis ¼ ωv , ωvis − ωIR ¼ ωv ,
ωIR þ ωvis ¼ ωv , and 2ωIR ¼ ωv . If ωIR were in the optical
range, the second relationship would be equivalent to
CARS, and the others could not be satisfied. We are
interested in the case when ωIR is in the IR range.
The second harmonics in the right-hand side of Eq. (13),
arising due to the nonlinearity of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian,
is responsible for the resonant excitation of vibrations when
the frequency of the IR radiation is ωIR ≈ ωv =2. Implying
that ωIR ≈ ωv =2, in the right-hand side of Eq. (13), we
retain the resonant term only. Since this term is independent
of incoherent variables, in particular of b̂0 ðtÞ, it leads to the
excitation of the coherent vibrational motion: in deriving
Eqs. (13) and (14) we disregard nonresonant terms.
Equation (13) takes the form
g Ω2
db̂2 =dt þ ðiωv þ γ v Þb̂2 ≈ i 2 IR 2 expð−i2ωIR tÞ:
4 ω0 − ωIR

ð15Þ

b̂2 ≈

1
g
e−i2ωIR t ;
4 ðωv − 2ωIR Þ − iγ v ω20 − ω2IR

dt0 Gb ðt00 − t0 ÞF̂b ðt0 Þ;

ð17Þ

0

where Gσ ðt − t0 Þ ¼ exp½ð−iω0 − γ ⊥ Þðt − t0 Þ is the Green
function for Eq. (14). The right-hand side of Eq. (17) is
due to the influence of incoherent vibrational motion on
the electronic subsystem; this term leads to spontaneous
Raman scattering [37,45,54].
The second order of the perturbation theory, Eq. (17),
describes spontaneous Raman scattering near the frequencies ωvis and ωIR . Indeed, summing up terms for σ̂ from
Eqs. (8), (12), and (17), we obtain
σ̂ðtÞ ¼

1 Ωvis
1 Ωvis
e−iωvis t þ
eiωvis t
2 ωvis − ω0
2 ωvis þ ω0
1 ΩIR
1 ΩIR
þ
e−iωIR t þ
eiωIR t
2 ωIR − ω0
2 ωIR þ ω0
Zt
− 2ig dt00 Gσ ðt − t00 Þσ̂ 1 ðt00 Þ
0

Zt00
× Re

dt0 Gb ðt00 − t0 ÞF̂b ðt0 Þ:

ð18Þ

0

To calculate the scattering spectrum IðωÞ, we use the
quantum regression theorem [38,39],
IðωÞ ∼ jdeg

The solutions of Eqs. (14) and (15) are
Ω2IR

dt00 Gσ ðt − t00 Þσ̂ 1 ðt00 Þ

j2 Re

þ
Z∞

hσ̂ † ðt þ τÞσ̂ðtÞie−iωτ dτ;

ð19Þ

0

ð16Þ

where the averaging is done over the noises F̂b ðtÞ. As a
result, we obtain

2
2


2ω4vis jdeg j2
Ωvis
2ω4IR jdeg j2
ΩIR
IðωÞ ¼
δðωvis − ωÞ þ 3
δðωIR − ωÞ
ωvis − ω0
4
ωIR − ω0
3c3 4
3c
2 

jdeg j2
Ωvis
2ðωvis − ωv Þ4
g2
ð1 þ n̄v Þγ v
þ
3
2
4
ωvis − ω0
3c
ðω0 − ωvis þ ωv Þ ðωvis − ωv − ωÞ2 þ γ 2v =4

2ðωvis þ ωv Þ4
g2
n̄v γ v
þ
3c3
ðω0 − ωvis − ωv Þ2 ðωvis þ ωv − ωÞ2 þ γ 2v =4
2 

jdeg j2
ΩIR
2ðωIR − ωv Þ4
g2
ð1 þ n̄v Þγ v
×
3
4
ωIR − ω0
3c
ðω0 − ωIR þ ωv Þ2 ðωIR − ωv − ωÞ2 þ γ 2v =4

2ðωIR þ ωv Þ4
g2
n̄v γ v
þ
:
3c3
ðω0 − ωIR − ωv Þ2 ðωIR þ ωv − ωÞ2 þ γ 2v =4
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In the right-hand side of Eq. (20), the first two terms
describe the Rayleigh scattering of both the coherent visible
light beam of the probe with the frequency ωvis and
the coherent IR light of the pump with the frequency
ωIR . One can see that both Stokes and anti-Stokes signals
caused by the incidence of these signals are incoherent,
having the line half-width determined by the dissipation
rate of nucleus vibrations γ v . The intensities of anti-Stokes
signals are proportional to the number of quanta of thermal
vibrations, hb̂†0 ðtÞb̂0 ðtÞi¼ n̄v ¼½expðℏωv =kTÞ−1−1 , while
the intensities of the Stokes signals are proportional
to 1 þ n̄v . The ratio of intensities of these signals is
expð−ℏωv =kTÞ.
Now, summing up incoherent, b̂incoh ¼ b̂0 , and coherent,
b̂coh ¼ b̂2 , terms from Eqs. (7), (11) and (16), we obtain
(note that b̂1 ¼ 0)
b̂ ¼ b̂incoh þ b̂coh
Zt
¼

Gb ðt − t0 ÞF̂b ðt0 Þdt0

0

þ

1
g
Ω2IR
e−i2ωIR t ;
2
4 ðωv − 2ωIR Þ − iγ v ω0 − ω2IR

ð21Þ

where the first term, coming from Eq. (7), is the incoherent,
thermal contribution b̂incoh arising due to the noise F̂b ðtÞ,
and the second term b̂coh , arising from Eq. (16), is the
coherent contribution arising due to the external IR
radiation.
In the case of resonance, ωIR ¼ ωv =2, taking into
account that ωIR ≪ ω0 , we obtain the number of coherent
quanta of the vibrational motion:
ncoh
b

  
1 ΩIR 4 g 2
2
¼ jbcoh j ≈
:
16 ω0
γv

incoherent vibrational motion. Nonetheless, as we show
below, coherent vibrations give the dominant contribution
to the anti-Stokes signal.
In order to find the number of emitted photons, we
should go further and consider the next order of the
perturbation theory of Eqs. (2) and (3):

dσ̂ 3 =dt þ ðiω0 þ γ ⊥ Þσ̂ 3
¼ −igσ̂ 1 ðb̂†2 þ b̂2 Þ
þ 2iσ̂ †1 σ̂ 1 ½Ωvis cosðωvis tÞ þ ΩIR cosðωIR tÞ:

ð24Þ

Equation (24) is linear with respect to σ̂ 3 ; therefore, the
solution for σ̂ 3 can be found separately for each frequency.
Since we are interested in the intensities of Stokes and antiStokes signals with frequencies ωaSt ¼ ωvis þ 2ωIR and
ωSt ¼ ωvis − 2ωIR , respectively, in the right-hand part of
Eq. (24), we consider terms oscillating with frequencies
ωv ∓ 2ωIR only:
dσ̂ 3 =dt þ ðiω0 þ γ ⊥ Þσ̂ 3
¼−
−i
−

i
Ωvis Ω2IR
g2
e−iðωvis þ2ωIR Þt
8 ðωvis − ω0 Þðω20 − ω2IR Þ ðωv − 2ωIR Þ − iγ v
Ωvis Ω2IR −iðωvis þ2ωIR Þt
e
ω20 − ω2IR

i
Ωvis Ω2IR
g2
e−iðωvis −2ωIR Þt
8 ðωvis − ω0 Þðω20 − ω2IR Þ ðωv − 2ωIR Þ þ iγ v

−i

Ωvis Ω2IR −iðωvis −2ωIR Þt
e
:
ω20 − ω2IR

ð25Þ

ð22Þ
The solution of this equation is

At the same time, the number of quanta of incoherent
vibrations is equal to (see Ref. [38])
nincoh
b

¼

hb̂†incoh b̂incoh i
Zt
Gb ðt

¼

−t

σ̂ 3 ¼
0

ÞF̂†b ðt0 Þdt0

0

¼

1
:
expðℏωv =kTÞ − 1

Zt



exp½−iðωvis þ 2ωIR Þt
ðωvis þ 2ωIR − ω0 Þ


Ωvis Ω2IR
1
g2
þ 2
þ1
ðω0 − ω2IR Þ 8 ðωvis − ω0 Þ½ðωv − 2ωIR Þ þ iγ v 

Gb ðt − t00 ÞF̂b ðt00 Þdt00

×

0

ð23Þ

Using the typical values of the parameters for organic
molecules, ωv ≈ 100 meV, γ v ≈ 1 meV, g ≈ 10 meV,
ω0 ≈ 3 eV, ΩIR ≈ 10 meV, and T ¼ 20 meV [55–57],
−7 incoh
we obtain ncoh
≪ 1. This means that the
b ∼ 10 nb
number of quanta of coherent vibrations is by many orders
of magnitude smaller than the number quanta of the



Ωvis Ω2IR
1
g2
þ
1
ðω20 − ω2IR Þ 8 ðωvis − ω0 Þ½ðωv − 2ωIR Þ − iγ v 

×

exp½−iðωvis − 2ωIR Þt
;
ðωvis − 2ωIR − ω0 Þ

ð26Þ

From Eq. (26), the quantum regression theorem,
Eq. (19), allows us to find the intensity of the coherent
Raman signal:
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IðωÞ ¼ jdeg j2

Ω2vis Ω4IR
ðω20 − ω2IR Þ2


2


1
g2


× 1 þ
8 ðωvis − ω0 Þðωv − 2ωIR − iγ v Þ

2ðωvis þ 2ωIR Þ4 δðωvis þ 2ωIR − ωÞ
×
ðωvis þ 2ωIR − ω0 Þ2
3c3

2ðωvis − 2ωIR Þ4 δðωvis − 2ωIR − ωÞ
:
þ
ðωvis − 2ωIR − ω0 Þ2
3c3

ð27Þ

This intensity includes both Stokes and anti-Stokes
coherent signals (the first and the second terms in the
large parentheses). If the resonance condition ωIR ¼ ωv =2
is fulfilled, IðωÞ takes the form:

2


Ω2vis Ω4IR
i
g2
2


1−
IðωÞ ¼ jdeg j
2 4
8 γ v ðω0 − ωvis Þ
ðωvis − ω0 Þ ω0

2ðωvis þ 2ωIR Þ4
×
δðωvis þ 2ωIR − ωÞ
3c3

2ðωvis − 2ωIR Þ4
þ
δðω
−
2ω
−
ωÞ
.
ð28Þ
vis
IR
3c3
As one can see from Eq. (28), for the scattering on
coherent vibrational motion, the intensities of signals at the
Stokes and anti-Stokes frequencies coincide. That distinguishes this result from the one for the scattering on the
thermal vibrational motion, in which the ratio of these
intensities is expð−ℏωv =kTÞ.
In Eq. (27), the term g2 =8ðωvis − ω0 Þðωv − 2ωIR − iγ v Þ
has resonance at 2ωIR ¼ ωv , while the rest of the expression has no resonances. The intensity of the resonant term is
proportional to the number of coherent quanta of nucleus
vibrations ncoh
b . From Eq. (27), one can see that the ratio of
intensities of coherent Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks,
defined by the coherent parts only, is about unity:


I St
ωaSt − ω0 2
¼
≈ 1:
ð29Þ
I aSt
ωSt − ω0
The reason for intensities of anti-Stokes and Stokes
signals to be about the same is that coherent oscillations of
nuclei cause classical modulation of the frequency of
electronic system transition. This affects both signals in
the same way. In incoherent Raman scattering, both antiStokes and Stokes signals arise due to the modulation of the
electronic transition by thermal noises. In this process, the
intensity of the incoherent Stokes signal is higher than that
of the incoherent anti-Stokes signal.
Thus, in contrast to Eq. (28), in which the spontaneous
Raman radiation is taken into account, Eq. (29) describes
the coherent radiation, which is caused by stimulated
radiation only. Consequently, the intensities of the
Stokes and anti-Stokes signals are both proportional to
ncoh
b and are about the same. Thus, in contrast to CARS,

which allows for measuring the anti-Stokes component
only, in our approach both signals can be measured.
The nonresonant term in Eq. (28) is related to the
electronic nonlinearity. This nonresonant part of Eq. (28)
corresponds to the nonresonant background also observed in
CARS [58–62]. This background reduces the contrast of
Raman signals. There are, however, some effective methods
for suppression of this background [63–67]. For example, it
can be suppressed by the time delay between IR and visible
light pulses [29,68]. In view of this, of special interest is the
case of nitrogen, for which ωv ≈ 100 meV, γ v ≈ 0.05 meV,
g ≈ 50 meV, ω0 ≈ 3 eV, and the ratio of resonant to nonresonant backgrounds is ∼10. In such a case, it is not
necessary to remove the nonresonant background.
According to the experimental data, the coherent
Raman signal is proportional to the squared number of
illuminated molecules, while the spontaneous Raman
signal is linearly proportional to the number of molecules
[69,70]. Consequently, CARS can only be experimentally
realized for extended samples. In this case, the phase
relations between the incident and scattered waves become
important. In a homogeneous medium, the wave vector
mismatch between the incident fields and the induced
polarization, Δk ¼ kaSt − ðkvis þ 2kIR Þ, is caused by the
temporal dispersion of the medium [36]. For nonzero Δk,
the radiating field will run out of phase with the induced
polarization. Effective coherence of the vibrational motion
of the molecules is maintained over the length scale of
Lc ¼ 2π=Δk. In a gas medium, the temporal dispersion of
the refractive index n is small (for example, for nitrogen,
Δn ∼ 10−5 ). Therefore, in the case of the forward detected
CARS (kaSt , kvis , and kIR have the same directions), the
coherence length for nitrogen is Lc ∼ 10−3 m. Further, the
concentration of gas molecules, such as hydrogen or
nitrogen, is of the order of ∼1018 –1019 cm−3 . Thus, in
the coherence volume of about 1 mm3 , there are about 1016
molecules that are involved in the scattering process. For
this reason, the coherent Raman signal dominates over the
spontaneous signal. According to Eqs. (15) and (24), in our
method, the intensity of the coherent Raman signal is
proportional to N 2 ncoh
b , while the intensity of the spontaneous signal is proportional to Nnincoh
. Hence, the intensity
b
incoh ∼ 108 − 109.
is enhanced by the factor Nncoh
b =nb
Considering that the spectrum of the coherent Raman
scattering is narrower than that of incoherent scattering,
and the signal of the former is more directional [29,60], we
have obtained a lower estimate for the ratio of intensities.
Thus, one should expect that in our method the coherent
anti-Stokes signal is by 4 orders of magnitude greater
than the incoherent anti-Stokes signal. In view of this, a
case of nitrogen molecules is of particular interest. For
these molecules, at room temperature T ¼ 20 meV, from
incoh
Eqs. (22) and (23) one obtains ncoh
, and the
b ∼ 10nb
coherent Raman signal exceeds the spontaneous one even
for a single molecule.
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To conclude, we note that the analytical results, which
have been obtained within the perturbation theory, allow us
to calculate the nonlinear dielectric permittivity χ ð3Þ that is
usually used for the characterization of the Raman scattering. It can be obtained from the following arguments. The
dipole moment of a single molecule is dðtÞ ¼ deg hσ̂ðtÞi
[38,39]. This gives that the specific polarization of the gas
PðtÞ ¼ ndeg hσ̂ðtÞi [39,47], where n is the concentration of
the molecules. As it follows from Eq. (26), for the incident
fields Evis having the frequency ωvis and EIR with the
frequency ωIR, the responses at the frequencies ωvis  2ωIR
arise (see Supplemental Material for details [48]):
Pð3Þ ðωvis  2ωIR Þ
¼

nd4eg
ℏ3 ðω20 − ω2IR Þðωvis  2ωIR − ω0 Þ


1
g2
×
þ 1 Evis E2IR :
8 ðωvis − ω0 Þ½ðωv − 2ωIR Þ ∓ iγ v 
ð30Þ

The
corresponding
nonlinear
susceptibilities
χ ðωvis  2ωIR ; ωvis ; ωIR Þ are defined by the polarizations
Pð3Þ ðωvis  2ωIR Þ, respectively. Thus,
ð3Þ

χ ð3Þ ðωvis  2ωIR ; ωvis ; ωIR Þ
¼

nd4eg
ℏ3 ðω20 − ω2IR Þðωvis  2ωIR − ω0 Þ


1
g2
×
þ1 :
8 ðωvis − ω0 Þ½ðωv − 2ωIR Þ ∓ iγ v 

ð31Þ

The nonlinear susceptibilities χ ð3Þ ðωvis  2ωIR ;ωvis ;ωIR Þ
have resonances at 2ωIR ¼ ωv .
In experiments, χ ð3Þ is not measured directly. It can be
obtained by the Raman cross section σ cross section that can be
calculated by integration of the spectrum of Stokes signal,
2

2ðωvis − ωv Þ4 jdeg j2
Ωvis
I St ðωÞ ¼
4
ωvis − ω0
3c3
×

g2
ð1 þ n̄v Þγ v
; ð32Þ
2
ðω0 − ωvis þ ωv Þ ðωvis − ωv − ωÞ2 þ γ 2v =4

over all frequencies
σ cross section

1
¼ 2
cEvis =8π

Z∞
I St ðωÞdω:

ð33Þ

0

This gives
σ cross section ≈

jdeg j4
4π 4
g2
;
kSt 2
2
3
ℏ ðωvis − ω0 Þ ðω0 − ωSt Þ2

where kSt ¼ ωSt =c.

ð34Þ

Finally, for χ ð3Þ, we obtain
χ ð3Þ ðωvis − 2ωIR ; ωvis ; ωIR Þ
¼

3 n
ðωvis − ω0 Þðω0 − ωSt Þ
σ
:
32π ℏk4St ðω20 − ω2IR Þ½ðωv − 2ωIR Þ þ iγ v  cross section

Note that similar a relation between χ ð3Þ and σ cross section
exists for CARS as well [71].
Discussion and conclusion.—Quanta of the vibrational
motion are absorbed in Raman scattering via the antiStokes processes. The anti-Stokes signal, therefore, is
proportional to the number of quanta of the nuclei vibrational motion. We propose a method of enhancement of the
Raman signals for molecules with zero dipole moment
transitions between vibrational states, based on an increase
in the number of quanta of the vibrational motion due to
illumination of molecules with IR coherent light.
Our method differs from the two-photon method suggested in Ref. [72], which also requires an additional IR
source. In the latter method it is also assumed that the
dipole moment for the transitions between ground and
excited vibrational states equals zero. Nevertheless, the
excitation of the latter state is caused directly by the
incident IR radiation. This becomes possible thanks to a
cascade of transitions between auxiliary vibrational states
with nonzero dipole moments. This method is only
applicable to specific molecules having such additional
vibrational states.
The implementation of our method for Raman active
molecules implies that a direct excitation of nuclei vibrations by incident IR light is not possible. The light nonresonantly affects the electronic subsystem, which via
the nonlinear interaction excites nuclei vibrations. The
enhancement of the Raman signal is caused by a parametric
resonance interaction of the incident IR light with nucleus
vibrations. It has also been shown that these processes can
be considered by introducing nonlinear susceptibilities
of the third order χ ð3Þ. The coherent Raman scattering
can be considered as nonlinear four-wave mixing with
χ ð3Þ ðωvis  2ωIR ; ωvis ; ωIR ; ωIR Þ. Since the coherent Stokes
and anti-Stokes peaks are the result of nonlinear frequency
mixing, their intensities are about the same and their ratio
does not explicitly depend on temperature.
The coherent anti-Stokes signal is also obtained in
CARS. However, in contrast to our method, in CARS
stimulated Raman scattering can result in energy exchange
between the laser beams [72]. This leads to signal suppression and limits the sensitivity [36]. In the method
suggested here, the stimulated Raman scattering does not
affect the sensitivity of the spectroscopy because neither
Stokes nor anti-Stokes frequencies coincide with the
frequency of the IR field.
The authors thank D. N. Kozlov and V. I. Fabelinsky for
useful discussions and comments.
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